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During the sorrowful days through which we have just passed, some cruel gaps were made in our rants. Scarcely had we emerged from these painful trials, when an eminent con- frere, one of the luminaries of our science, one of the noblest ornaments of our society, was lost to the profession which he had adorned for half a century. I hasten to render to this glorious and pure life, to this beautiful and noble character, the homage which is due to it.
Having always re-appear after numerous observations accumulated during lengthened periods, it is impossible not. to recognise in this essential sequence the veritable expression of things. In themselves statistics explain nothing, but in arranging facts in order, they give them meaning, unveil the laws of their connection and affiliation, and thus conduct us to probability. Probability implies statistics, and can exist only by them.
In our country, where we know better how to attack others than to defend ourselves, one willingly exaggerates in order to compromise the ideas which he wishes to overthrow. The adversaries of the numerical method have not failed to push their opposition to an extreme. They say of this method that it has not raised itself above numbers, and that it has lowered art to a sum of addition. Others have shown us the admirers of the numerical method so enamoured with the virtue of numbers that they seemed to seek in it more than the measure and rule of phenomena. It did not require much to suspect them of confounding the reality with mere coincidence, of deriving the concrete from the abstract, and ot fixing in the numbers themselves, after the example of the school of Pythagoras, the principle of all truth and the very essence of things.
Again To put in opposition the medicine of observation, that which one learns at the bed-side of the patient, that which our Masters, with M. Louis in the first rank, have illustrated, with e*perimental medicine, pursued with so much ardour in our laboratories of research: such is the fashion of the day. This
